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Educators are puzzling through a tough equation: how to keep students who missed out on a lot of algebra I content moving through grade-level math.
Kids are failing algebra. The solution? Slow down.
Due to lingering COVID-19 issues the Alternative Community Resource Program in Ebensburg couldn’t hold its usual summer therapeutic program.
ACRP program provides carefree fun for kids
IXL Learning, developer of personalized learning products used by more than 12 million students, announced that the IXL platform won two SIIA ...
IXL Wins 2021 CODiE Awards for Best Math and English Language Arts Solutions
As we emerge from the pandemic to face a surge in violent crime, evidence-based gun violence prevention programs take on a new urgency, criminologist Caterina Roman tells Greg Berman in the latest ...
Reducing Violence: Why ‘Simple’ Solutions Won’t Work
The room had a hum of excitement as students scurried around huddled in groups working on their projects. Laser-focused on the task at hand, students tinkered with aluminum foil, helping ...
New SPARK program lights up summer school
Millions over 55 are without money or prospects to earn it, thanks to health issues, divorce or careers in industries that have disappeared.
Successful, educated, but now destitute—why the problem of senior poverty in America should scare you
At the rescheduled July 12 meeting of the Rector City Council, now being held at the Rector Community Center, the council received through a letter addressed to Mayor Teresa Roofe the resignation of ...
Waste-water treatment facility mian topic at Rector City Council meeting
With the state Senate set to hold a hearing Monday on New York’s ethics oversight and enforcement system, we can describe it with one word: corrupt.
New York state editorial roundup: Broken ethics, school masks, Albany hypocrisy
What are the reasonable expectations for the second year college football head coaches this season? If you were a new head coach last season, there’s not much else that can be thrown at you after 2020 ...
Expectations For The 2nd Year Head Coaches: 21 For 2021 College Football Topics, No. 15
Read More Prepping for this article, I decided to do a little research on what's out there about the topic. I found a handful ... a different approach. The problem is not what you call the ...
Want the best customers? Three golden rules to educate consumers
In this week’s Inside West Virginia Politics, host Mark Curtis discusses a variety of topics such as the American Families Plan, West Virginia’s food insecurity and interviews two ...
American Families Plan, food insecurity and COVID-19 survivors on this week’s Inside West Virginia Politics
This week, John Oliver was in a particularly sadistic mood, promising the audience some summer fun, going so far ... There’s actually an easy solution to this one problem, and that is: Prisons ...
Here’s John Oliver With a Fun Summer Update: We’re Cooking People to Death in Un-Air-Conditioned Prisons!
A bill to make ethnic studies a California high school graduation requirement cleared another hurdle this week. Some Bay Area schools are already moving forward with classes - and others have offered ...
As High School Ethnic Studies Bill Advances, Some Bay Area Schools Are Ahead of the Curve
Former MLB star Curtis Granderson has a perfect solution to baseball’s marketability problem. It’s no secret that MLB has a problem with its ...
Curtis Granderson has a perfect solution to baseball’s marketability issue
Hoover High School’s Junior Achievement Program ... ‘What’s a way that we can approach this problem that is specifically targeted to kids, but teaches them financial literacy in a fun way?’” he said.
Hoover High School's 'Team finlit' Wins Title at National Junior Achievement Competition
Officials have earmarked a site near Hong Kong Wetland Park to host the city's first school dedicated to offering a mainland Chinese curriculum, which is designed to serve the families of migrant ...
Hong Kong officials choose site for city’s first school offering mainland Chinese curriculum, invite bids from education providers
And basically, that's what we are trying to do today, solving for remote creative teams to be more productive and have fun ... in analyzing the problem than coming up with a solution.
Pato Jutard of Mural on Maintaining a Collaborative Culture through Exponential Growth
The NCAA's decision makers are still split on what an NIL compromise should look like as legislation is set to pass Wednesday.
NCAA Leaders Still Divided on NIL Legislation as Solution Set to Pass Wednesday
It’s the latter topic that first caught our ... rather than addressing the problem at its source," says Westervelt. "This "solution" assumes that the industry's tale, that it is always and ...
The Best Climate Podcast Returns for Season 6 to Expose the Natural Gas Industry
In a forthcoming article in the Michigan Journal of Race & Law, Raymond Magsaysay explores the multifaceted problem of Asian ... abolitionist-informed solutions to the school-to-prison pipeline ...

The Advocate is a lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender (LGBT) monthly newsmagazine. Established in 1967, it is the oldest continuing LGBT publication in the United States.

Cincinnati Magazine taps into the DNA of the city, exploring shopping, dining, living, and culture and giving readers a ringside seat on the issues shaping the region.
The fun and simple problem-solving guide that took Japan by storm Ken Watanabe originally wrote Problem Solving 101 for Japanese schoolchildren. His goal was to help shift the focus in Japanese education from memorization to critical thinking, by adapting some of the techniques he had learned as an elite McKinsey consultant. He was amazed to discover that adults were hungry for his fun and easy guide to problem solving and decision making. The book became a surprise Japanese bestseller, with more than 370,000 in print after six
months. Now American businesspeople can also use it to master some powerful skills. Watanabe uses sample scenarios to illustrate his techniques, which include logic trees and matrixes. A rock band figures out how to drive up concert attendance. An aspiring animator budgets for a new computer purchase. Students decide which high school they will attend. Illustrated with diagrams and quirky drawings, the book is simple enough for a middleschooler to understand but sophisticated enough for business leaders to apply to their most
challenging problems.
Beast Academy Guide 2D and its companion Practice 2D (sold separately) are the fourth part in a four-part series for 2nd grade mathematics. Book 2d includes chapters on big numbers, algorithms for additional and subtractions, and problem solving.
Shows parents that teaching and learning can happen when they do simple things together that make the most of their child's natural curiosity and show that learning is fun and important. This will encourage the child to study, learn, and stay in school.

Traditionally, vocational mathematics and precollege mathematics have been separate in schools. But the technological world in which today's students will work and live calls for increasing connection between mathematics and its applications. Workplace-based mathematics may be good mathematics for everyone. High School Mathematics at Work illuminates the interplay between technical and academic mathematics. This collection of thought-provoking essays--by mathematicians, educators, and other experts--is enhanced with
illustrative tasks from workplace and everyday contexts that suggest ways to strengthen high school mathematical education. This important book addresses how to make mathematical education of all students meaningful--how to meet the practical needs of students entering the work force after high school as well as the needs of students going on to postsecondary education. The short readable essays frame basic issues, provide background, and suggest alternatives to the traditional separation between technical and academic
mathematics. They are accompanied by intriguing multipart problems that illustrate how deep mathematics functions in everyday settings--from analysis of ambulance response times to energy utilization, from buying a used car to "rounding off" to simplify problems. The book addresses the role of standards in mathematics education, discussing issues such as finding common ground between science and mathematics education standards, improving the articulation from school to work, and comparing SAT results across settings. Experts
discuss how to develop curricula so that students learn to solve problems they are likely to encounter in life--while also providing them with approaches to unfamiliar problems. The book also addresses how teachers can help prepare students for postsecondary education. For teacher education the book explores the changing nature of pedagogy and new approaches to teacher development. What kind of teaching will allow mathematics to be a guide rather than a gatekeeper to many career paths? Essays discuss pedagogical implication in
problem-centered teaching, the role of complex mathematical tasks in teacher education, and the idea of making open-ended tasks--and the student work they elicit--central to professional discourse. High School Mathematics at Work presents thoughtful views from experts. It identifies rich possibilities for teaching mathematics and preparing students for the technological challenges of the future. This book will inform and inspire teachers, teacher educators, curriculum developers, and others involved in improving mathematics education
and the capabilities of tomorrow's work force.
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